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Misha Teramura

Reconsidering The Battle of Hexham: A Lost Play by Barnabe 
Barnes?

This note draws on new evidence from nineteenth-century auction catalogues to recon-
sider the question of whether Barnabe Barnes was the author of a lost play titled The 
Battle of Hexham.

Barnabe Barnes (1571–1609) is known to early modern theatre historians as the 
author of The Devil’s Charter, performed by the King’s Men at Whitehall on 2 
February 1607 and printed in quarto the same year.1 Since the nineteenth cen-
tury, however, scholars have noted that Barnes may have authored another play 
that no longer survives. The evidence for this lost play appears in Bibliotheca 
Reediana, the sale catalogue printed when the library of Shakespeare editor Isaac 
Reed (1742–1807) was put up for auction over thirty-nine days in November 
and December 1807. Among the extensive collection of plays in quarto listed in 
the catalogue of the sale were two titles attributed to Barnes: a copy of the 1607 
edition of The Devil’s Charter and an item described as ‘Battle of Hexham in 
manuscript’.2 Based on this evidence, scholarly accounts of Barnes’s life and work 
routinely mention a possible lost play titled The Battle of Hexham.3 While the 
manuscript itself remains untraced, Mark Eccles, the most comprehensive biog-
rapher of Barnes, attempted to glean some further information from annotated 
copies of the Reed sale catalogue: ‘From notes in British Museum and Harvard 
copies of the catalogue I find that while the Devil’s Charter quarto brought a 
pound, the Battle of Hexham MS. went for one shilling. This suggests that it was 
either a fragment or in bad condition’.4 While Eccles did not mention who it was 
that spent a shilling on the Battle of Hexham manuscript, an annotated copy of 
the 1807 sale catalogue at the Grolier Club in New York identifies the buyer as 
one ‘Barker’.

Misha Teramura (m.teramura@utoronto.ca) is an assistant professor of English at the 
University of Toronto. 
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Figure 1. Bibliotheca Reediana. A Catalogue of the Curious & Extensive Library of the Late Isaac Reed, 
Esq. (London, 1807), 348. Courtesy of the Grolier Club of New York.
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This piece of evidence, along with a hitherto unnoticed second auction cata-
logue in 1819, not only sheds light on the fate of the manuscript but helps us better 
assess whether The Battle of Hexham should be considered a lost play by Barnes.

The purchaser of the manuscript at the Reed sale was almost certainly J. 
Barker, who operated the Dramatic Repository, located at 19 Great Russell Street 
in Covent Garden. Barker was both a publisher of drama and a seller of play-
books, recent and antiquarian. An advertisement in Theophilus Mac’s Edward the 
Second, which Barker printed and published in 1809, reads:

J. BARKER respectfully informs the Public, that he has a Collection of Plays on 
Sale, which, considered either as to its Extent or Rarity, has scarcely been equalled, 
having been upwards of Thirty Years accumulating and considerably enriched from 
the Libraries of

—— SHELDON, ESQ. DUKE OF BRIDGEWATER.
MAJOR PEARSON DR. FARMER
DR. WRIGHT  G. STEVENS, ESQ.
MR. DODD  MR. FORSTER,
MR. MACKLIN  MR. REED, &c.
MR. HENDERSON

In this Assemblage will be found the original Editions of our most valuable Writers; 
as,

SHAKESPEARE MIDDLETON  SHIRLEY
JONSON  WEBSTER  DAVENANT
CHAPMAN BEAUM & FLETCHER GLAPTHORNE
HEYWOOD MASSINGER  KILLIGEW &c. &c.

Subjoined to these, are the more modern Authors, to which every Article is added as 
soon as published.5

Barker was well known as a purveyor of playbooks: Charles Lamb’s essay ‘Old 
China’ includes an evocative description of the author buying a ‘folio Beaumont 
and Fletcher, which [he] dragged home late at night from Barker’s in Covent Gar-
den’, describing how ‘the old bookseller with some grumbling opened his shop, 
and by the twinkling taper (for he was setting bedwards) lighted out the relic 
from his dusty treasures’.6 As Barker’s 1809 advertisement boasts, his collection 
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of playbooks was assembled from an impressive array of library sales. Indeed, the 
Grolier’s annotated catalogue of the 1807 Reed sale gives a representative glimpse 
of how active Barker was in acquiring printed playbooks from the sixteenth to 
late eighteenth centuries. Among the quartos of pre-civil war plays in the Reed 
sale, some titles acquired by Barker include George Chapman’s Monsieur D’Olive 
(1606) for £1 10s and a sammelband of A Humourous Day’s Mirth (1599), All 
Fools (1605), and the poem Andromeda Liberata (1614) for 10s; two copies of John 
Day’s The Isle of Gulls (1633) for 6s each; a sammelband of Thomas Dekker’s 
Match Me in London (1631) and The Honest Whore, Part 2 (1630) for 15s; John 
Ford’s ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore (1633) bound with The Sun’s Darling (1657) for 16s; 
eight playbooks by Thomas Heywood, including The Silver Age (1613), the two 
parts of The Iron Age (1632), If You Know Not Me, You Know Nobody (1639), and 
the co-authored Fortune by Land and Sea (1655) for a combined total of £2 10s 
6d; Thomas Middleton’s Michaelmas Term (1630) bound with A Game at Chess 
(undated) for 4s 6d; and two copies of Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor 
(1619) for 7s 6d and 4s 6d, respectively.7

Barker was not, however, exclusively an antiquarian bookdealer, and his other 
purchases at the Reed sale illustrate the breadth of the bookshop’s offerings, 
including many Restoration-era titles and such eighteenth-century printed play-
books as George Adams’s The Heathen Martyr, or The Death of Socrates (1746), 
Thomas Boyce’s Harold; A Tragedy (1786), and George Keate’s A Monument in 
Arcadia (1773) as well as dramatic manuscripts including ‘Green Room Chit 
Chat, a Prelude, 4to’ (which he acquired for 7s) and ‘The Island of Fools, a Farce 
of Two acts, 4to’ (5s).8 More significantly, Barker was himself a printer and pub-
lisher of drama, both older and contemporary. In 1807, the year of the Reed 
sale, a list of fifty-three dramatic titles ‘Published by Barker & Son’ boasted four 
by Thomas Dibdin (1771–1841), four by William Dimond (1781–1831), five by 
Prince Hoare (1755–1834), six by John O’Keefe (1747–1833) along with reprints 
of older plays such as Lillo’s The Fatal Curiosity (1736) and Goldsmith’s She Stoops 
to Conquer (1773).9 As such, the range of items in Barker’s Dramatic Repository 
in 1807 ranged from antique sixteenth-century playbooks to recently staged opera 
libretti and everything in between.

In addition to being a retailer, printer, and publisher of drama, Barker was also 
something of a theatre historian. In 1801, Barker and Son published Barker’s Con-
tinuation of Egerton’s Theatrical Remembrancer, an expansion of John Egerton’s 
comprehensive 1788 list of plays undertaken by Walley Chamberlain Oulton, 
and soon after an updated edition appeared with the title Barker’s Complete List 
of Plays (1803). Unlike some previous lists, Barker’s list did not simply include 
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printed playbooks but also a number of manuscripts that had become known to 
theatre historians but remained unpublished, including Sir Thomas More and The 
Cyprian Conqueror, both known to be extant in the British Museum; The Second 
Maiden’s Tragedy, The Queen of Corsica, and The Bugbears (currently MS Lans-
downe 807); and Timon (currently Victoria & Albert Museum, MS Dyce 52). 
Barker’s list even included Philip Massinger’s The Parliament of Love (‘The four 
last Acts are extant in MS.’), which had recently been lent by Edmond Malone to 
William Gifford, who would soon print the play for the first time in his edition 
of Massinger. (Barker presumably had information about this manuscript in his 
capacity as one of the publishers of Gifford’s edition.) When an updated edition 
of Barker’s list appeared in 1814 under the title The Drama Recorded, new addi-
tions included recently discovered manuscripts, such as The Faithful Friends (‘MS. 
in the possession of the Rev. H Kett’, who had announced his ownership in a 1810 
letter in The Gentleman’s Magazine) and ‘Comœdyes and Pastoralls, MS’ by ‘W.P.’ 
(William Percy’s six plays, which had surfaced at the sale of Sir William Burrell’s 
library on 2 May 1796).10

Critically, Barker’s 1814 list in The Drama Recorded was updated to incorporate 
titles newly known to Barker from the Reed sale of 1807: ‘Craft and Credulity’ 
(which had appeared as lot 8688), ‘Schemers’ (lot 8697), and ‘Sham Philosopher, 
or Country Gambol’ (lot 8687) are all included with the provenance note ‘MS. 
Reed’s Library’ as well as the two manuscripts that Barker himself had purchased 
in the sale: the ‘Island of Fools’ and the prelude of ‘Green Room Chit Chat’.11 
Barker’s 1814 list also included manuscript material that he himself had acquired 
apart from the Reed sale: a tragedy titled The King of Lombardy is described as ‘MS 
(in the possession of the Publisher)’.12 Such precision reflected Barker’s intentions 
stated in an introduction to the 1814 list: ‘The Publisher respectfully informs 
the Reader, that in re-printing this Dramatic Catalogue he has, by the aid of the 
greatest part of the Drama which has passed through his hands for nearly half a 
century, and the extensive Collection still in his possession, taken all the means in 
his power to render it as correct as possible’. Given that Barker’s 1814 list included 
manuscripts owned by Barker as well as manuscripts in the Reed sale that Barker 
did not himself acquire, the fact that the list lacks an entry for The Battle of Hex-
ham by Barnabe Barnes demands explanation.

If the manuscript sold at the Reed sale represented an unprinted play by 
Barnes, why should Barker’s otherwise comprehensive list of 1814 failed to have 
mentioned it? A simple answer arises: the play manuscript sold in 1807 was not, in 
fact, by Barnes. Indeed, both Barker’s 1803 and 1814 lists do mention a play called 
The Battle of Hexham, but in both cases the authorial attribution to ‘Colman’ 
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clarifies that these entries represent the relatively recent play by George Colman 
the younger, premiering in August 1789 at the Theatre Royal Haymarket, where 
it enjoyed a first run of twenty nights with continued success in subsequent years, 
receiving eighty-nine total performances before 1800.13 While Barker’s 1803 list 
describes the ‘Battle of Hexham’ as unprinted, the 1814 list updated the entry to 
reflect the 1808 edition, published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme.14 The 
possibility that the manuscript mentioned in the Reed auction catalogue was, in 
fact, the play by Colman was tentatively suggested by Mark Eccles: ‘It occurs to 
me that a MS. of his [ie Colman’s] play may have been catalogued by title instead 
of by author, in which case it would alphabetically follow the entry under Barnes, 
but this would have been a curious error’.15 The error, however, seems signifi-
cantly less curious when we consider the other entries in the 1807 sale catalogue. 
While the quarto playbooks are largely listed alphabetically by author, a number 

of exceptions appear interspersed in the list by title. Consider the run of eleven lots 
from 8444 to 8454: six are listed by author’s last name (Trotter, Tuke, Vanburgh, 
Walker), while five are alphabetized by title (The Tragedy of King Charles, The Two 
Merry Milkmaids, two copies of The Valiant Scot, and The Valiant Welshman).

Figure 2. Bibliotheca Reediana. A Catalogue of the Curious & Extensive Library of the Late Isaac 
Reed, Esq. (London, 1807), 381. Courtesy of the Grolier Club of New York.
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This section is not unusual as a number of other plays interspersed alpha-
betically by title appear elsewhere in the catalogue.16 In light of this conven-
tion, it seems entirely possible that the printer of the Reed catalogue intended 
to include ‘The Battle of Hexham’ in its alphabetical place between ‘BARNES’ 
and ‘BEAUMONT & FLETCHER’ but mistakenly included the long dash that 
erroneously implied authorship of that play to the last-named author — that is, 
Barnabe Barnes.

Perhaps even more compelling evidence than the absence of a Barnabe Barnes 
play titled The Battle of Hexham in Barker’s 1814 list is its absence in the 1812 
edition of Biographia Dramatica. Based on David Erskine Baker’s The Compan-
ion to the Play-House (1764), the substantially expanded second edition of 1782, 
newly titled Biographia Dramatica, was the work of Isaac Reed himself, adding 
more than 1,200 plays and 300 playwrights to Baker’s original.17 While he never 
produced another edition before his death in 1807, as Richard Schoch explains, 
‘Until the end of his life Reed maintained an interleaved copy of his 1782 edition, 
which eventually came into the hands of Stephen Jones’, who was responsible for 
producing the 1812 edition.18 Jones’s expanded Biographia Dramatica drew on 
Reed’s research and collections, incorporating the unpublished manuscripts that 
had been sold from Reed’s library such as Craft and Credulity, The Island of Fools, 
and the Green Room Chit Chat prelude; however, the only work titled The Battle at 
Hexham in the 1812 edition is Colman’s opera of 1789. Presumably if Reed had, 
in fact, owned a manuscript of an otherwise unknown play by Barnabe Barnes, 
one would expect to find it in the reference work that he helped shape and that 
was revised using his unpublished notes.

We find further evidence that the manuscript sold at the Reed auction was 
not by Barnes in its next appearance in an auction catalogue, which, like Barker’s 
acquisition of the manuscript at the Reed sale, has gone overlooked. In 1819, 
the library of the recently deceased John North was put up for auction, and the 
accompanying sale catalogue suggests that North had purchased from Barker 
the Battle of Hexham manuscript, which appears as lot 521, along with two other 
dramatic manuscripts that Barker had acquired at the Reed sale (‘Green Room 
Chit Chat, a prelude, MSS’ and ‘The Island of Fools, manuscript’).19 Unlike the 
1807 catalogue for the Reed sale, the 1819 catalogue’s entry ‘Battle of Hexham, 
manuscript, and various old Plays’20 does not provide any authorial attribution 
for the play, and the fact that this is followed by lots specifically naming Web-
ster, Middleton, Meriton, and Heywood as the authors of their respective plays 
strongly suggests that, had the cataloguer seen an authorial attribution in the 
Battle of Hexham manuscript, it would have been reproduced in the catalogue.
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To summarize: identifying Barker as the buyer of the ‘Battle of Hexham in 
manuscript’ at the 1807 Reed sale, noticing the absence of a play by that title 
attributed to Barnabe Barnes in Barker’s 1814 list The Drama Recorded as well as 
in the 1812 edition of Biographia Dramatica, and finding no attribution to Barnes 
in the 1819 North catalogue all gives us ample reason to doubt that the manu-
script sold in 1807 was, in fact, by Barnes. Taken as a whole, no reliable evidence 
survives that Barnabe Barnes ever wrote a play called The Battle of Hexham.

Figure 3. A Catalogue of the Curious and Extensive Library, of the Late John North, Esq… . Part the 
Third (London, 1819), 21. Courtesy of the University of Michigan Library Special Collections 
Research Center.
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Notes

I wish to thank Jamie Cumby and Scott Ellwood at the Grolier Club for their as-
sistance in researching this note as well as Early Theatre’s two anonymous readers for 
their helpful suggestions.
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